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Up to this point, my work on the MA has involved the idea of liminality - of borders, both 
internal and international. As my original plans for an extensive look at life in the Middle 
East were scotched by a move back to the UK several months ago, I have had to change 
both my focus and the ideas that I had originally had about the final outcome.

Having spent most of the last decade living overseas and traveling extensively, I have 
become intensely aware of the differences between the places I found myself and the 
place from which I come. In particular, how different places are in terms of leisure, of 
where people go to relax. Although I am in no way a beach person, I have nevertheless 
ended up visiting a great many beaches, Kite Beach in Dubai, Puka Shell Beach in the 
Philippines, Negombo and Unawatuna in Sri Lanka to name but a few. These are very far 
removed from the beaches I had been to as a child - Pwllheli in North Wales, Felixstowe 
in Suffolk and, of course, Blackpool, the grand dame of British seaside resorts. It was 
whilst visiting the Lleyn Peninsula with family over the summer that I thought I might like 
to look at British seaside resorts off season - for me some of the most liminal places I can 
think of: liminal between land and water, between summer and winter and, perhaps most 
tellingly, between past and future.

An article by Stephen Erlanger in the New York Times from August 2016 says of 
Blackpool:


“the city is trying to reinvent itself as a seaside resort for the modern age. It also 
hopes to take advantage of a possible consequence of Britain’s decision to leave 
the European Union: an increase in the number of Britons who choose not to 
vacation abroad” (Erlanger, 2016)


In the face of the impending Brexit deadline and with all the talk of Project Fear, I 
wondered if this optimism might actually be tangible.

I initially visited a few resorts to see if I thought this project would be viable. Starting in 
New Brighton, in homage to Martin Parr, Tom Wood and Ken Grant (and also the closest 
seaside town to where I live) and also taking in Minehead, Burnham-on-Sea, Brean and 
Weston-super-Mare on a visit to Somerset, I realised a few things.

Firstly, my idea to photograph ‘British seaside resorts’ was far too general. Each place felt 
markedly different from the others. I would also need to take into account other factors, 
such as socioeconomic class (Brean, for example, consisted of primarily working class 
caravan parks and is noticeably different from Weston a few miles down the road) as well 
as their functions off-season - Minehead has music weekends at its Butlin’s camp, 
Blackpool has the illuminations which extend the season right up to Christmas.
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Also, at this point, I realised that I hadn’t really decided on what it was that I was trying to 
say. I was pleased with the photographs I had produced, but they were all pretty bleak, 
and I didn’t really feel that the atmosphere in these towns was one of despair or defeat. 
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Fig 1. Daniel Simon New Brighton 2018

Fig 2. Daniel Simon Minehead 2018
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People still visit to enjoy themselves, regardless of either the actual or the economic 
climate. As much as I enjoy the work of Martin Parr, I don’t share the the attitude 
described as being “a gratuitously cruel social critic who has made large amounts of 
money by sneering at the foibles and pretensions of other people” (Gayford, 2004). 

The main thing that I found that I was looking for that I had not expressed particularly well 
in my photographs, was the Japanese ideal of mono no aware and the attendant 
aesthetic of wabi sabi, both of which I felt would begin to encapsulate my emotional 
responses to the places I was visiting. In other words, trying to find beauty in the 
mundane and fading world of the British seaside resort.

The Book of Life defines mono no aware as “a poignant feeling of transience, a beautiful 
sadness in the passing of lives and objects, like the glorious colour of autumn leaves as 
they are about to fall” (The Book of Life, ????). 

Wabi sabi, is the aesthetic derived from mono no aware. Andrew Juniper defines it thus: 
“The term wabi sabi suggests such qualities as impermanence, humility, asymmetry, and 
imperfection. These underlying principles are diametrically opposed to those of their 
Western counterparts, whose values are rooted in a Hellenic worldview that values 
permanence, grandeur, symmetry, and perfection” (Juniper, 2003) and “a sadness tinged 
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with an intangible longing” (Juniper, 2003). And certainly one of the features of all the 
resorts I have thus far visited is of grandeur giving way to impermanence.

As an aesthetic, wabi sabi is common in Japanese art and design with photography being 
no exception.


Yoko Ikeda says of her work: “Things that exist in daily life or that can be found anywhere, 
these are so humble and casual. Therefore they tend to be considered as meaningless. 
My desire is to make precious and special images out of these subjects. Extracting their 
beauty through the functions of my camera” (Ikeda 2016).

Wabi sabi is also becoming increasingly common in western art. Anna Cabrera and Angel 
Albarran exhibited at Photo Basle 2018.
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Fig. 4.  Yoko Ikeda,1006-03 Kyoto City. 2013
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Writing in the Financial Times, Rachel Spence said of them “[they] evoke western longing 
for eastern exoticism even as they challenge us not to fall for such clichés” (Spence, 
2018). 

Sarah White takes the approach that accidents that occur in analogue photography are 
wabi sabi, thus emphasising the approach rather than the actual subject matter.
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Fig 5. Anna Cabrera and Angel Albarran Kairos #4003 2017

Fig 6. Sarah White Untitled 2016?
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As useful as the overview of how wabi sabi is used in contemporary photography, in each 
case it seems that the idea of wabi sabi is very much the object of the photographs. In my 
case, I am looking to keep the object as British seaside resorts but to use mono no aware 
and wabi sabi as a guiding philosophical and aesthetic approach. I do however, like 
White’s approach and may explore that in one of the chapters (see next paragraph!)

Having seen that different resorts have markedly different characters, I decided that it 
might be an idea to separate my project into chapters, each one covering a different town 
or area. My initial idea was for a book divided into such chapters, but taking into account 
the theme of impermanence, I decided that releasing each chapter as a separate zine 
would be more fitting. To this end, and at the prompting of my tutor, I procured a copy of 
Mikhael Subotzky and Patrick Waterhouse’s study of Ponte City in Johannesburg in which 
each different approach to the building was the basis of a separate zine (Subotzky and 
Waterhouse, 2014). This introduced the idea that each chapter could have a separate 
focus and/or visual style. To this end, I intend to try different photographic approaches in 
each resort I visit.


A meeting with friends with whom I have previously collaborated musically raised the idea 
of bringing a multimedia element to the project. The sound of a place is also very much 
part of its character. As such, as I visit each resort, I will compile several hours’ worth of 
field recordings of the ambient noises particular to that town. I will also interview people - 
both residents and visitors - about their impressions of the town. Further, I will record 
interviews and ask for online verbal responses via social media with people who visited 
the resorts in their younger days, asking for their impressions and memories, underlying 
the theme of impermanence. I feel this has the potential to be quite powerful as a 
nostalgic counterpoint to the often grim realities of the present day in many of these 
places.


I would also like to adopt a written element underlining both the theme of mono no aware/
wabi sabi and the individual character of each place. At the moment, given that I have 
several undergraduate units of creative writing to my name, I am exploring the possibility 
of an accompanying set of short stories set in the different resorts.
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One of the key practitioners towards whom I have been directed in this endeavour is 
Daniel Meadows and his ideas and practice of digital storytelling. His website as well as 
online interviews have been instrumental in shaping my ideas. I was particularly 
impressed by his digital story Polyfoto (Meadows, ????).


In terms of the positioning of this work, I aim to approach on three basic fronts - for each 
chapter, there will be a video showing the photographs with a soundtrack comprising the 
story being read and the ambient field recordings. There will also be a podcast of the 
story and ambient recordings to be released simultaneously. I particularly like these ideas 
as they relate to the ephemeral nature of the project (though, of course, videos and 
podcasts can be saved). The third strand will be a zine containing the photographs and 
the story.


I will disseminate these initially through my own website (to be set up) along with a 
YouTube channel, my social media channels and links to social media groups for 
enthusiasts of the resorts which I will be covering. I will also approach various bodies 
(libraries, tourist associations) in each of the locations with links and information about the 
project. I also intend to approach Daniel Meadows to discuss how he managed to 
position the diverse body of work he has produced in this field and how he managed to 
interact with the communities in which he was working.


Furthermore, as I am learning a lot of these techniques for the first time, I hope to learn 
through teaching and put on workshops in conjunction with the photography department 
in the sixth form college in which I currently teach.


Going forward, there is also the possibility of collecting the zines into a book form, and of 
having an exhibition using all forms of the multimedia. I have identified three potential 
exhibition spaces in or near my hometown, but as the actual locations of the project are 
all across the country, I am not yet convinced of the validity of this as an approach.
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Key dates (photography dates subject to weather):


• 5th-7th October - visit Blackpool

• 20th-21st October - visit Southport


• 28th October - 4th November (half term) visit several resorts (to be decided)


• 9th - 11th November - visit Rhyl and Prestatyn


• 16th-18th November - visit resort (tbc)


• 23rd-25th November - visit resort (tbc)


• Weekends in December - follow up photography/visit other resorts

• 7th January - all main photography completed


• 12th January - initial contact with libraries, galleries and tourist associations (and other 
interested parties)


• 16th January - digital storytelling workshop


• 23rd January - follow up to digital storytelling workshop


• 1st February - release of first video, zine and podcast

• 14th February - release of second video, zine and podcast


• 1st March - release of third video, zine and podcast


• 14th March - release of fourth video, zine and podcast


• 1st April - release of fifth video, zine and podcast


• 14th April - release of sixth video, zine and podcast


• 1st May - release of seventh video, zine and podcast
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Photography Risk Assessment form  

Please read the Risk Assessment Guidelines before completing this form which contains 
further resources, available from The Photography Centre.  

• Please save a copy of this form to your computer 
• You will need to attach a risk assessment form to your Research Project Proposal and 

your Final Major Project Proposal. 

Persons at Risk    Identify all those at risk 

Photographer’s 
Name: 

Daniel Simon Date(s) of 
Shoot: 

Weekends between 
19/10-7/1

Assistants’ Names: n/a

Module Leader: Wendy McMurdo

Location: Southport, Rhyl, Prestatyn, other resorts

Description of work: Weekend street shoots in seaside resorts

Technical 
Staff: 

Academic Staff: Students: Admin Staff: Canteen Staff: 

Contractors
: 

General Public: Visitors: Estates 
Staff: 

Library Staff: 

Cleaning 
Staff: 

Emergency Personnel: 

Othe
r: 

Especially at 
risk: 

Check list 

Equipment  X Flash/tungsten Stands/tripods Hot lights Smoke machine/fire 

Flammable 
materials 

Risk of Fire Welfare of 
Assistant  

Welfare of model Working at Heights

Location  X Transport to 
location X

Parking  Vehicles/traffic X Weather conditions 
X

Public  Confined spaces Derelict Buildings Animals Children  

Tides  Compressed 
Gasses

Water Noise Chemicals  

PRIMARY RISK ASSESSMENT  
Example 
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Please continue your risk assessment, adding additional pages as 
necessary.  

HAZA
RD 

What kind of hazards are there at the site or 

in your task?

RISK 
OF 

What risks do those 
hazards create?  

CONT
ROL 
MEASU
RE 

How are you going to minimise the risk associated with the 

hazards you’ve identified?
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HAZA
RD

Weather
RIS
K 

OF

Extreme weather 
conditions

CONT
ROL 
MEAS
URE

Check weather forecast before I leave. Do not progress if 

extreme weather is forecast. If weather becomes bad, return 

to the hotel.

HAZA
RD

Traffic

RIS
K 

OF

Traffic conditions driving to 
and from shoots

CONT
ROL 
MEAS
URE

Ensure live traffic advice is available (sat-nav) - have alternative routes available. Drive 
carefully.

HAZA
RD

Transport by foot round locations

RIS
K 

OF

Exhaustion, injury

CONT
ROL 
MEAS
URE

Ensure that I return to the hotel if situations raise possible injury

HAZA
RD

Rain

RIS
K 

OF

Damage to equipment

CONT
ROL 
MEAS
URE

Avoid heavy rain, obtain photographic equipment insurance.

HAZA
RD

Personal safety

RIS
K 

OF

Problems arising
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CONT
ROL 
MEAS
URE

Ensure parents know where I am going, where I am staying and when I am due back

HAZA
RD

Lack of knowledge of area

RIS
K 

OF

Getting lost/getting into 
problems

CONT
ROL 
MEAS
URE

Research area throughly by way of online guides, online fora, Google maps, Google 
Streetview
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On site risk assessment:  these are control measures that arose on your shoot

Emergency Information and Procedures

Phone Charged mobile phone with full signal / Nearest 
Payphone / Landline

Medical Expertise Are you or a member of your team First Aid qualified? Do 
you know where 
the nearest one is?

Emergency 
Procedure

In the event of an emergency dial 999 or 112 ensure that 
you or someone 
with you can accurately describe where you are (ideally 
nearest postcode)

Medical Treatment Minor Injuries Unit, Falmouth Hospital Open weekdays 8am 
to 8pm 
A&E Treliske Hospital, Truro, Open 24 hours

Evacuation 
procedures

Ambulance can evacuate from main road.

Incident/accident 
reporting

All incidents or accidents should be reported to tutor at 
Falmouth University

Assessment carried out by

• I have ensured that I have reviewed the hazards and risks associated 
with this project and taken 

necessary steps to remove hazards where possible or reduced the risks associated 
with the remaining hazards to a minimum.

• I have recorded the main hazards, risks and control measures in this 
document.

• I have ensured that those working with me have been briefed on the nature 
of the tasks they are to 

perform, and are aware of the hazards associated with the task and the measures 
in place to reduce the risks associated with those hazards. (if applicable)

• I will continually assess hazards and risks ‘live’ on site to ensure that 
nothing has been overlooked or 

has changed since initial assessment.
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Signed: Daniel Simon Date: 14/10/18

Assessment reviewed by
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